Abstract
The human experience of place becomes the vehicle and access we use to synthesize and absorb our surroundings. This experience may present itself in many tactile natures from the sole participant to communal experience, as well as from active to absent participant. Regardless, by inflicting limitations on the volume of experiences in life, this reduces the richness and diversity within ones' self.
Connection through your surroundings can be one form of identity, as well as identity through an address or a structure or region. Memory can equally help to serve as method of identity, a comparative tool to situate yourself in place you find yourself. Identity implies that there is a set standard quality, or circumstance, distinguishing factors, or likeness that acts as the ability make a comparison. How you identify yourself can be equally essential as to how you identify yourself with your surroundings. Possibly a systematic approach to organize how you self-identify may not be the appropriate tool. Experience, especially a felt, bodily experience, building cognitive and affective relationships, is an instance where the translation of each space will not evoke the same response so your place identity might vary, as well as the same place may evoke opposing results. Take a thunderstorm for instance may spark memory of fear, the unknown, or a phenomenon outside of your control where as others might relate that event with a place, not related to a reactional emotion to the phenomena.
Home, likely the first, most influential foundational in ones' life, it is the control by which all other experiences, places, and identities are compared to, as the key to learning ones' identity. As home grows farther away, or the tangible "place" of home disappears, or loved ones identified with home are inaccessible, the idea of home becomes increasingly abstract. Home is no longer a domestic dwelling or an association with a street or city but becomes detached from "place;" feelings that through affective memory transport you to this place. This feeling can be resolved through the idea of topophilia and place attachment. Topophilia being this strong sense of place, occasionally mixed with cultural identity. I argue that home is equally as much youthful attachment to place, as it is more importantly assorted felt experiences at differing geographic locations independent of built environments or participants. So, home, however abstract it may be received, is no longer is a carbon copy or reflective memory of childhood but now is now a distilled place one identifies with; a spatial or singular experience of content, euphoric bliss, and an affective, generally positive connection to another place, and time. This concept of home no longer requires others, no memorization of an arrangement of place, of family, of community, or even contributing human factors. Home in being, the here and the now, it is a participation in being enveloped in your surroundings; home is the moment you transition from observer to participant. Home is now a gesture, a material, visual ques that reference familiar, nostalgic responses to heterogeneous scenarios and materials channeled through a felt experience. Home is an emotive, content moment, where connection to your immediate environment registers with past experience and identity to specific places and parameters. Having an attachment with the thread of home, not in the idea of dwelling, but as an emotive affective response to physical surroundings can now define home, anonymously represent place even in a moment in one's life. Cresswell makes note of this in "Defining Place" by simply stating, "place is everywhere," simply because it has so many meanings but later clarifying that geographer John Agnew outlined three fundamental aspects for what he defines as "parameters of place" as a "meaningful location"
3. Sense of place.
Cresswell agrees here by understanding this definition of place accounts for most examples, as well as inserting that this definition parallels other concepts such as "space" and "landscape" which are occasionally substituted (9). I look back into the places that have inspired my work through a graduate career and mostly so these three aspects aide in clarifying place in the time where I reflect and attempt to digest why certain experiences of place stand above others. To understand the simplicity of home, a "place" masked by varying degrees of attachment, some positive, some negative; one needs a firm grasp on "place" to better understand qualities and variable reliant on others to make this homogenous ideal. Six qualities said to harmoniously define a place, having place generating qualities are as follows: access/connection, comfort/amenity, vibrant/active, identity/personality, harmonious, and social/friendly. In attempts to map how these qualities align with my own experience I mapped many places that resonate for several of these six qualities ( Fig. 1) The locations generally arise from places in nature, some far from the presence of others and some in public domain. Upon stumbling across these and attempting to define and decipher the means by which this list was created, these qualities are all that of places that we as humans' dwell or occupy to some capacity. I am not interested in this. This research is not interested in how we can design attributes and qualities to become ergonomic to the human condition. Although intriguing, it seems to be much simpler to design around parameters and have success in creating places that are meant to have very calculated effects. My interests are much more on the unintentional, much more about the affective relation we have with very wide array of places and distill this down to essentials to what creates this bond. This attachment to place and these qualities create bonds beyond pleasantries, instances that can and does happen in the absence of others, out of the range of cell phones, beyond where interior walls create comfort, and internally So, for interest of wondering how the place (dwelling) can be designed to create a specified result, the question arises can these six factors carry over to a place I am defining as a "New Home." This access and connection, said to have a visual and physical connection, and belonging to their setting is troublesome. For those such as myself intrigued and connected to anomalies found in nature, or in passing are often those that cannot be accessed. In this scenario it is in fact the lure of things such as fog, sunrises, natural qualities of light or cavernous voids that contribute to attachment to place which oppose access and still create connection.
An interesting perspective is to imagine place as self. If place embodies self, or if you are attracted to places that embody characteristics of self this again is another way to interpret a newer concept of home. Relocation at varying ages strips some forms of identity and connection to something felt like home, they question begged to be asked that if places you connect with merely are a reflection of one's self. Places of comfort would then essentially become a selfportrait. Attributes that align with either interests, skills, lifestyle, occupation or culture can all be abstractions of the personal traits that you can seek comfort in or find community within similar to the idea of home. These attributes can be things so innate to humans that it goes unnoticed, but it should be known that the ocean for instance has a dramatic effect on your This quote truly embodies my attachment to place, how I identify with place, how "home" is this complex structure characterized as such, but in a current state has changed. The essence of home has the ability to remove itself from a structure and be fluid, existing where ever you find meaning and attributes that resonate from within to create commune and comfort.
ENVIRONMENT
My interests in the making, and in the resonance that place and moments that echo within me is not in the mimetic or didactic devices. To understand this, first what is environment, or more importantly how and I defining it and building from this definition. Environment is a set of affordances, not a system but set of possibilities British anthropologist Tim Ingold has done an amazing job at defining environment in ways that full embody my understanding of such.
"Defining environment as landscape or habitat whose constituent objects are defined in terms of composition rather than function (Ingold 2) . This took me a second to unpack and grasp but to define environment via its composition is another avenue that operates to define my own experience, whereas I'm not interested in "tree" or "arch" but rather I'm interested in environment that is characterized by what these components create.
The intent is not to recreate, to generate or to reproduce a place or moment, the intent is to distil the place down to the essential element; the object that creates the resonance, the voice that produces the echo in all actuality I am in fact performing appropriation of place in the most genuine form. I find the activator of an environment and create work that embodies that trigger or that lure to elicit connection. voyeur and a participant. The most fantastic experiences occur in defiance and inability of interference. Sunset, hail, light dancing behind waves, these all occur despite the will to exist.
NATURAL VS BUILT
That is the grace and elegance of being a patron in specific moments. Our perception of beauty and intrigue is equally as important in this participation in environment. But this beauty, as Kant defines it as "purposive without purpose" (Kant 219) to toggle between aesthetic beauty and cognitive beauty. This ice for instance, similar to Kant's' take on a sunset exists not to achieve an aesthetic, and almost out of our own control to fully encapsulate the experience but we perceive things that exist as beauty with no attempts to intentionally appeal to aesthetics.
Considering my interest in place and extracting the most active or present attributes to place this lends itself to material vernacular, and formal vernacular. (Fig 3) . I began to think about classical architecture and how it is perceived and these massive structures, rooted in the earth, grounded not only physically showing their dominance but also fortifying their relevance in society as grand and monumental for the institutions they house. Thinking more about negating this solidity, I was more interested if they structure is erased now you're left with this canopy of roofs.
( Fig. 3 ) Suburbia (public domain image)
There are now new strata, a new terrain atop the existing topography. This terrain, when vailed or masked like many of Christo and Jeanne-Claude works (Fig 4. ) not only accentuates the existing land but most certainly creates a new as well as gives an amazing new ability to digest the terrain through scale. (Fig 4. ) "The Umbrellas" Christo and Jeanne Claude (www.christojeanneclaude.net)
My work in "Gabled Grounds" attempts to satisfy both avenues and create a new topography through distilled linear formats of gabled housing (Fig. 5,6 ). Similar to Lippard, it's a product of process that I'm draw to which Christo and Jean-Claude have again and again created in many works that draw interest to place through scale, passage, traversing and a newer understanding of a space.
( Fig. 5 ) "Gabled Grounds" solo thesis documentation (Fig. 6 ) "Gabled Grounds" solo thesis documentation
This installation combines many layers of information, some more apparent that others but in the objects resides three levels of strata with the lighting contributing to a fourth. Where the feet meet the ground creates a very concise and purposeful delicacy to the objects, very much opposing the classical architectural method of rooting and grounding structures into the earth further pushing this idea of canopy and floatation. The feet being the first, and their connection of materials from wood to metal being essentially a horizon line that floats and meanders through the installation. The new formed topography atop the objects is minimalized through linear steel and capped off by the lighting. The lighting is a small but effective move to lower the ceiling and create a vertical limitation in the space similar to a cloud ceiling.
As a second partition of my solo thesis exhibit there is the work "Featureless Void"
where I am again very captivated by place or site and another location that resonates with me and a moment of reflection, of feeling one with my surrounding and an affective bond that connects me to this place. This work references the Bonneville Salts flats and again similar to Lippard I became interested in investigating the how and why of such a gorgeous place. Reading the novel "A Field Guide to Getting Lost," Solnit also has been to this same location and had felt experience defining as a "featureless void," which the gallery wore this name from. Again, a place of phenomena creates the opposing effect of the suburb, the salt flats are so flat and endless the curvature of the earth almost seems to be visible. The salt is hard to touch and textured like concrete, so the imagination wandered and all one can imagine is what if. What if modern construction/architecture navigated the space. How would this occur (Fig. 7) .
( Fig. 7) "Featureless Void" Solo thesis documentation
By injecting this potential, it not only scales the space and helps me attempt to understand the vastness of the place but also serves to give the viewer and understanding of how I envision possibilities. Sculptural work accompanies four images of the Salt Flats and again attempt to understand the space, most specifically the partition of the flats that are utilized for distilling the water for the salt dissolved in it (Fig. 8) . Utilizing light to activate acrylic these flat renderings of satellite images of the flats abstract the use of gravity to fill the pools and color in the pools to aide in the evaporation process.
( "To lose yourself: a voluptuous surrender, lost in your arms, lost to the world, utterly immersed in what is present so that its surroundings fade away. In Benjamin's terms, to be lost is to be fully present, and to be fully present is to be capable of being in uncertainty and mystery." -Rebecca Solnit A Field Guide to Getting Lost
In her own words as well as Walter Benjamin's she completely actualized the photographic, singular moment my work strives to capture. This openness, the vulnerability that occurs in these moments for me, this energy and comfort of community that exists through "home."
Monumental task to achieve in one sentence as it may be, simply enough stated in a book gifted to me because of my love to explore and traverse land.
In a very honest confession this is appropriation at its finest, and at no cost. I am pulling directly from a place and inserting that completely into my work. "Appropriation, attachment, and identity refer collectively to the idea that people invest places with meaning and significance and act in ways that reflects their linkage with places. Appropriation means that the person is transformed in the process of appropriating the environment." (Altman 5 The thesis work that includes objects as installation embodies natural elements inserted through architectural vernacular. The suggestion is that one cannot exist without the other and the symbiotic relationship the two have not only pair them but also empower each space. My experiences of both evoke reverence, which I hope the viewer instills upon the installation from the environment created with the blue ambiance of the created space. This blue, twilight, fraction of time, so peripheral and encompassing that it is easy to miss, overlook, and no embrace (Fig. 9 ) In winter months, closer to the equator this moment can be so photographic in timespan that without concerted effort it certainly expires before embrace. That is the power of place. Photography captures moments, frequently so fleeting and unreproducible that conveying that to a non-participant in impossible. This is where my work comes into play. This is the power of creating non-durational work, that prolongs a moment hard to capture in life. Think of that installation as a frame of time slowed down, just enough to understand it, to digest it, given the capacity the feel the effect of the blue and the distillation of form through the arched lighting. This is power. It is not a scream, or a yell or an exclamation point because again this is inherent beauty, invaluable because its existence to exist not for pleasure but because it is understood as beauty (Fig. 10) . Reverence. Respect. This is what I give the spaces I reference and are forever connected to because they offer themselves up with no cost of entry and ask for nothing in return.
THE FLICKER
In early 2018 after hearing of a visiting Architect/Artist whose work embodied place through installation and lighting I was very compelled to hear this individual speak. Yumi Kori, Japanese-born architect spoke of her work, very traditional as far as essential components in her design which always includes a tea room. She referenced this book, "The Tea Room," several times as a foundation to her design approach and that utility of the actual tea room itself. Aside from this there was a chapter on appropriation and an awakening. When focusing inward on my thesis and this place of home, and while referencing my own experiences, she says "we vibrate and thrill in response to its call" (Okakura 106 ). The sensorial response of goosebumps comes to mind. For me, the memory of place, the power of memory to create goosebumps for instance is this response and in the moment a flicker. If a memory is photographic then then remembrance of that fragment is The Flicker. That moment that takes you to the elements and components essential to that place, "home." Gibson speaks about environment in a manner that abstracts itself into a form of home also, "No animal could exist without an environment surrounding it. Equally an environment implies an animal to be surrounded" (154). Here again this thought of you as a constituent in a large schema that requires you to activate it, acknowledge it as much as you depend on it.
CLOSING THOUGHTS
To cap off this concept, and place I am calling "A New Home," much like every individuals history is different and occasionally non-translatable, as are life experiences. The ability and moment of allowing one's self to realize the place, moments, people, locations, smells, lighting and surroundings that move from observer to participant is a moment to make note of; but the beauty of it is that you should be so enveloped in that moment that you might not recognize it until it manifests itself in a new way where you are drawn to understand the attributes that invite this voluptuous surrender.
